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BRENTWOOD COMMUNITY FUND 
2019 – NOW OPEN!

The new financial year brings a new round of highways and byways 
maintenance. You may have seen some markers on the side walks in 
West Horndon so work will begin in due course. 

To report a fault on the Highway, including potholes, street lighting 
failure, drainage or flooding, pavement damage, overgrown 
vegetation and public rights of way please contact Essex County  
on 0345 603 7631.

2019 Meeting Schedule:
• 27 June • 25 July

• 26 September • 31 October

• 28 November

All meetings are held at St Francis Church, Christabella Wing, 
Thorndon Avenue between 19:30 - 21:30.

HIGHWAYS & PATHWAYS

In partnership with Axis, Brentwood Borough Council 
have launched this year’s Brentwood Community Fund, 
inviting local organisations and individuals to bid for 
funding for community projects. Grants of up to £3000 
are available for causes and projects that will improve the 
quality of life for local people and tackle important issues.

Bids can be made by individuals, groups and 
organisations, and will be assessed and reported to 
Committee in December, when a decision on the 
allocation of funding will be made.

Projects must benefit Brentwood communities, be 
delivered in the Borough and they should demonstrate 
volunteer or community involvement. They should also 
be able to show they are sustainable long term and firmly 
support the community-based priorities in the Council’s 
Vision for Brentwood 2016-2019, under the key  
themes of:

• Environment and Housing Management
• Community and Health
• Economic Development

Applications should be made by completing the online 
Application Form. (Search on brentwood.gov.uk).All 
applicants should thoroughly read the Guidelines before 
completing the form and note the Scoring Matrix.

If you have an idea for a local project in West Horndon, 
please do not hesitate to contact one of the Councillors 
who will be able to assist in the application process.
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DUNTON HILLS 
GARDEN 
VILLAGE

Garden Village

CEG invites you to attend a public exhibition regarding its proposals for 
a new garden community. It will be landscape-led with more than half of 
the site comprising green spaces. New homes, places to work, eat, drink and 
shop as well as schools and a healthcare facility will create a vibrant village. 
We welcome your views.

Dunton Hills wider allocation

CEG Development

Dunton Hills Garden Village will deliver:

• Vibrant new community facilities
– schools, healthcare, shops, cafés, 
restaurants and community buildings 
o�ering strong cultural, recreational 
and shopping facilities in social, 
walkable neighbourhoods

• Landscape-led design – around 
half of the site will be village greens, 
parkland, play areas, sports facilities, 
opportunities for growing food and 
ecological features, such as native 
woodlands, wetland and grasslands 
designed to increase biodiversity 
across the site

• Integrated and sustainable transport 
choices – investment into walking, 
cycling, rail and bus. As well as 
improvements to roads

• Well-designed and distinctive 
architecture - future-proofed over 
the course of the development

• Whole life living – with a mix of 
home types, sizes and tenures for 
first time buyers, young professionals, 
growing families, those downsizing 
and specialist accommodation

• A wide variety of job opportunities – 
in shops, services and innovative 
business spaces, as well as opportunities 
for home working, providing the ability 
to live and work within the village. 

• Concierge lifestyle – on-site 
management team helping to create 
a legacy and provide strong vision, 
leadership and community engagement. 
The team will help to grow and manage 
community needs and act as developer 
liaison - with ideas including providing 
parcel collection, personal sustainable 
travel planning, management of green 
spaces and energy initiatives, owning 
and managing key assets and sports 
facilities, organising events and creating 
pride of place

CEG held a public consultation event in 2016 and members of the community 
contributed ideas about the types of facilities and investment the development 
should deliver. Since then CEG has been consulting with a wide range of other 
organisations about the proposals.

We want to continue working collaboratively with the local community to meet 
aspirations, find solutions and deliver a locally responsive masterplan, achieving 
exemplary design standards. 

We hope you are able to attend the event, meet the team and provide your feedback. 

The event will be held:

On: Wednesday 5th June 2019 between 3pm and 8pm
At: St Francis Church, Thorndon Avenue, West Horndon, CM13 3TR
You can also provide comments via our website www.dunton-hills.co.uk

Our vision for Dunton Hills

Distinctive 
Character

Distinctive, attractive and harmonious 
design for each neighbourhood 
enhancing Brentwood’s borough of 
villages, with high quality materials and 
public spaces, protecting farmstead, 
views and ancient woodland.

Safety & 
Security

Early Community 
Creation
Early Community Early Community Early Community 
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With strong community engagement, 
secure by design, active, well-
maintained public realm, safe and 
well-lit pedestrian routes and pedestrian 
friendly environment that make 
neighbourhoods feel safe and secure.

A well-phased programme so 
delivery of new facilities, transport 
initiatives and infrastructure comes 
alongside homes. Early delivery of 
facilities to create sense of place and 
belonging.

A Social 
Community

Homes, workspace, shops, schools, 
healthcare, services, amenities, play 
space and out/indoor civic spaces to 
create an integrated new community, 
encouraging neighbour interaction.

Sustainable 
Place

Whole Life 
Living

Innovative, sustainable and resilient 
water management, green energy and 
travel solutions, passive heating, waste 
reduction and a self-sustaining, well-
serviced place to live and work.

Range of densities and tenures with a 
full mix of high-quality starter, family 
and retirement homes, self-build 
opportunities, affordable housing and 
elderly care with facilities for all
age groups. Building an integrated
community .

Landscape-
led Green 
Environment

Ridgeline park with views,enhanced 
woodland/fenland for biodiversity 
gains, biophilic design, green streets, 
village greens and attractive, well-
maintained and connected recreation, 
green and open spaces.

Innovative, 
Enterprising and 
Resilient

Healthy and 
Productive Places 
to Work

Durable, future-proofed, flexible and 
forward-looking in terms of transport, 
energy, sustainability and smart 
infrastructure, R&D, sustainable drainage 
and water management, reducing waste 
all with considerate construction.

Flexible workspace for entrepreneurs, 
start-ups and growing businesses, 
training opportunities and vibrant village 
centre creating job opportunities in 
shops, healthcare, schools and services.

Healthy and 
Productive

Healthy workplaces, homes and 
facilities to promote wellbeing, 
sustainable energy and travel initiatives 
to reduce car reliance, encourage 
exercise and provide places to grow 
food, visit a farmers market and shop

Health Accessible 
Neighbourhoods

Good 
Governance

Permeable, inclusive neighbourhoods, 
prioritised network of well-connected 
and safe walking, cycling and bus 
routes to facilities, leisure and sports 
opportunities.

Delivery, site and legacy management, 
community ownership and 
active citizenship, co-creation 
and participation in design, long-
term sustainable governance and 
stewardship of assets.

Health Accessible 
Neighbourhoods
Health Accessible 

For those who couldn’t attend 
the CEG open day on 5 June.
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Did you know West Horndon Parish Council 
has a website? Keep up to date by visiting us 
at: www.westhorndonparishcouncil.org.uk

Facebook
The Parish Council has our own Facebook but 
the “West Horndon Community page” is also 
an excellent resource for what’s happening in 
the area.  

Instagram & Twitter (@westhorndon_pc)
Follow us across all social media to keep up 
to date with local news and updates from the 
Parish Council. 

Christmas Dinner 2019
Unfortunately due to lack of response we had to cancel 
the Afternoon Tea but we will be doing the Christmas 
Dinner on 8 December so if you want to put your name 
down please phone Doll on 810 425 because the 
numbers are limited for this function.

Kind Donation to the Village
I’m sure you read in the last newsletter about Geoff 
Bentley who survived a heart attack, due to the 
Defibrillator machine, at McColls in December 2018. 
Geoff has kindly donated a sum of money to the village 
so the Village Hall Committee have put this towards 
a bird bath which has now been put in Village Hall 
grounds between the flower beds near the children’s 
play area.

VILLAGE 
HALL

SOCIAL MEDIA
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NEIGHBOURHOOD 
WATCH
The Neighbourhood Watch 
co-ordinators for West Horndon are:  
Jeannette Suters, Nicola Giles, Nicola 
McNicol, Nathan Garrard and Peter Sotherton.  We meet 
up generally every other month in The Christabella Wing 
of St Francis Church at 12:00 noon where PC Rebecca 
Charge, our Community Police Officer, holds her regular 
Community Surgery.  Surgeries will also sometimes be 
held in the Herongate & Ingrave Parish which is open to 
Residents of West Horndon.

Please come and discuss any issues that you may have 
with PC Charge.  You will also at these meetings find 
out the latest crime figures for the Village and also any 
initiatives which are taking place to combat crime.

There is a West Horndon Neighbourhood Watch Facebook 
page for those residents wanting to post any current 
suspicious activity in order to make other residents aware.  
BUT PLEASE REMEMBER you should always call 101 in 
the first instance to report such activity or if an emergency 
please (ACTUAL CRIMINAL ACTIVITY) then call 999.

The latest crime figures available for West Horndon at 
this time from 3rd April 2019 to 5th May 2019 are:

• Interference with Motor Vehicle - 0
• Burglary (business) – 0
• Criminal damage – 0
• Burglary (dwelling) – 2
• Burglary (other) – 0
• Theft FROM Motor Vehicle – 0
• Theft OF Motor Vehicle – 2
• Robbery – 0

The dates for the Community Police Officer Surgeries for the rest of 
2019 are:

• 15th June 2019
• 20th July 2019
• 17th August 2019
• 26th October 2019
• 21st December 2019

(Some meetings will be held in the Herongate & Ingrave Parish – TBA)

Please remember you can always email:  
PC Rebecca Charge: 75948@essex.pnn.police.uk
or call her on:  101 -   Ext. 42075948

ALL SAINTS CHURCH, EAST HORNDON
A lovely day was had celebrating St George’s Day with 
Blackmore Morris dancers at All Saints on Sunday 28 April.
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CPR & DEFIBRILLATOR TRAINING
27 March 2019 - There was a big turnout of Village Residents 
attending the CPR and Defibrillator Training on 27th March.  
This was run by Safer Brentwood with Roy Tyzack and his 
wife Penelope with the local West Horndon Charity S.A.D.S 
(Sudden Adult Arrhythmia Syndrome) also in attendance.

Everybody agreed that the evening was well worth attending 
and Roy and Penelope were excellent at demonstrating 
lifesaving equipment and imparting their knowledge.  
Villagers were also delighted to meet Geoff Bentley, who if 
you didn’t know by now, was the man who suffered a Cardiac 
Arrest in McColl’s on Sunday the 3rd December 2018.  It was 
so good to meet Geoff and see that he is recovering well.  He 
wanted to attend the training as he was so grateful to the 
people who saved his life he wanted to learn to be able to 
save a life as well.

I am already pulling together another list of names for future 
training to take place, therefore if you are interested in 
attending the next Session then please email me your interest 

whpc.cllr.jeannettesuters@gmail.com

WEST HORNDON IN BLOOM
The Parish Council have already tentatively asked Residents 
about getting involved with West Horndon in Bloom and the 
initial interest has been very good.  We would like to look at 
something that people old and young can get involved with.  We 
are looking for suggestions/ideas about where in the Village we 
could make more attractive with plants and what sort of thing 
you would you like to see.  We already have a few planters that 
need to be filled outside of McColl’s and this is being looked 
into currently, but one thought is to have two large planters just 
before the white gates on entering the Village.

I would also ask the previous residents who used to run the 
Horticultural Society if they would like to have an input as I am 
quite certain they have many years of knowledge that would 
help.  Please contact me at 

whpc.cllr.jeannettesuters@gmail.com

HEDGEHOG 
SEASON 

Please remember to have a gap in, or 
under, a gate or fence so our hedgehog 
friends can travel from garden to garden. 
There are many hedgehogs in West 
Horndon and they need our help.
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FUNDRAISING & CHARITY
A message from Beverly Petty:

My sons, George and Ben, and husband Lee are members of 
Basildon Round Table and each year they tow a sleigh around 
the streets of Basildon collecting for those less fortunate. The 
night before Christmas Eve it gets put away for another year 
and we have a night off. Or we did… until 2014.

Rewind back to 2014 and someone in the village posted on 
Facebook about the Bulphan Rotary Sleigh and said “how 
nice it would be if it could come to West Horndon”.  As I’m a 
glutton for punishment, I asked if my husband and kids would 
be interested in doing it here, just for one year. We wouldn’t 
knock on doors and the intention was not really to collect 
money but just do it for the kids. If any money was collected 
we could feed it back into the West Horndon community. 

All we needed was a Santa, a Rudolph and a few elves. So I 
asked my neighbours if they’d like to help (Joe and Juliette 
Curtis) and we agreed we’d do it - for one Christmas (Eve) only.  

The response we had was amazing to say the least.  I posted 
the route on Facebook but I didn’t expect the whole village 
to turn out.  Our procession coincided with the end of the 
nativity at the church so all the children came pouring out and 
said “hello!” to Santa. 

Every year it’s got bigger and bigger, with street parties, food 
and drinks galore. Everyone loves to see Santa. The pub makes 
us especially welcome and there’s always a massive crowd. 
It’s a real party atmosphere and we absolutely love being 
mischievous elves. My husband loves being Rudolph and as for 
Santa, well he likes the shots of Whisky from Cadogan Ave and 
the Pub! We even get  the odd bottle of wine and beer to drink 
for when we get back and count the donations. 

Everyone is wonderful.  We love what we do and even though 
part of us would love to be at home with our families on 
Christmas Eve, the joy we have brought and seeing everyone’s 
faces light up makes it all worthwhile.  We cannot say for sure 
for how long it will continue but we will try our best to keep 
the tradition going.  

A massive thanks needs to go to the Petty, Curtis and Ashley 
families for keeping this going for as long as it has and giving 
up their precious time. 

Year Donated to:

2014 Village Hall & School 

2015 Scouts & School 

2016 School, Toddler and Baby Group, Football Team

2017 Village Hall & School & Afternoon tea presents

2018 Baby and Toddler Group, School & FL Toppers

THANK YOU
Citizenship Award 2019
Congratulations to Fred Beasley (pictured 
with Sheila Murphy)! 

Fred has helped at the West Horndon Toddler 
Group for a number of years and gives his 
time freely – helping to set up at the start 
of the sessions, assisting with play time and 
clearing up afterwards. Fred is also a Governor 
at West Horndon Primary School. 

A well-deserved winner of this year’s award.  

A message from Katie Smith:
I’d like to give my Mum, Carol Crookes-
Smith (AKA Dolly Depp, as some of you may 
know her), for starting and running the West 
Horndon Community page on Facebook! This 
is the most common way for fellow villagers 
to communicate and I think sometimes your 
constant work goes unnoticed! So on behalf 
of the whole village, THANK YOU!
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THAMES CHASE
THAMES CHASE VISITOR CENTRE are featuring the WEST 
HORNDON ART GROUP as ‘Art Group of the month of 
September’ and giving them a small promotional display area 
in the centre, that month, for their art and sculptures to be 
exhibited.

The exhibition will be held in the bright and airy oak beamed 
Education Room should any of you would like to go and 
see how professional our Artists are.   It is not far away at 
‘Broadfields’ Pike Lane, Upminster, Essex RM14 3NS. 

FORESTS FOR THE COMMUNITY.  The Countryside 
Commission and the Forestry Commission was one of 3 ‘lead 
forests’ selected and West Horndon was lucky enough to be 
included, see map above.

Should you decide to go and discover this centre, just ask for all 
the details and find out just what they aim to achieve because 
one of their aims is to protect THE GREEN BELT besides a host 
of other things which West Horndon has tried to contribute to.

On the 24 July 2003 Margaret Thorpe signed a Lease with 
Brentwood Council for what was to become THE PARK under 
the auspices of the Countryside Agency Doorstep Green 
initiative for the benefit of the inhabitants of West Horndon 
and visitors to the locality. She and her enthusiastic volunteers 
achieved so much to turn a green field into a park.

The PARISH COUNCIL subsequently kindly took over this task 
when Margaret became ill and the result of all their combined 
work has to be seen to believe.  We now have one of the best 
Parks in Brentwood, thanks to every ones efforts.

THE ENVIRONMENT GROUP also contributed by planting 20 
x 10’ elm cuttings in 2004 when it was found that the original 
ones were dying.  None of this could been achieved without the 
full support and hard work of many villagers, and I for one are 
extremely proud of them all and all they have achieved.

Contributed by June Palmer

Anthropologist Margaret Mead wrote “When someone is born, 
we rejoice.  When someone is married, we celebrate; but when 
someone dies, we pretend that nothing has happened”.

The death of someone you love is one of life’s most difficult 
experiences. The bereaved struggle with many intense and 
frightening emotions and often feel isolated and alone in their 
grief and may sometimes need guidance through the grieving 
process.  There is no set timetable for grieving. People are very 
different and deal with the grieving process in very different 
ways, and often at very different times – for some people, the 
process does not even begin for sometimes months or even 
years following the death of their loved one.

There is no right or wrong way to grieve. Grief does not always 
unfold in the way we normally expect it. It can be an emotional 
rollercoaster, with unpredictable highs and lows. Everyone 
grieves differently and feelings of guilt, anger, despair and fear 
are common.

Jane Bennett is the third generation of Bennetts to serve the 
Brentwood area as an independent funeral director and they 
have been caring for bereaved friends and families for over 125 
years. She is of the belief that care and support should always 
be in place and not just until the funeral.

Their “New Era” Bereavement Support Group was formed in 

January 2007 and has gone from strength to strength. There are 
no trained counsellors at the group, just people of all ages, in a 
similar situation helping and supporting each other. Bennetts 
staff are on hand should anyone wish to speak on a one to one 
basis. The group meets between 1.30pm and 3.30pm every 
second Wednesday of the month at St Georges Church Hall, 
Costead Manor Road, Pilgrims Hatch, Brentwood, Essex. Tea 
and biscuits are served by members of the group (the cost is 
sponsored by Bennetts) and some members bring in extra cakes 
and treats they have made themselves. Members are all ages, 
some have lost partners, and some have lost siblings, friends or 
children.

“Our Grieving Hearts” is a bereaved parents support group 
in Brentwood which started in June 2011 following a call to 
Bennetts from a lady whose children had died.  There were 
several families Jane Bennett knew who had lost children and 
she contacted them to establish if they too were interested in 
meeting others in a similar situation, in order that they would 
be able to share their experiences, and in doing so help and 
support one another. 

If you feel you would benefit from attending either group 
new members are always welcome. Please call Bennetts on 
01277 887357 who will be happy to provide you with more 
information.

LIFE AFTER YOU – BEREAVEMENT SUPPORT
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Name: Joe Cook 
Position: Shop Manager, The Village 
Butchers

I understand  his is a family business, 
tell us about your experiences 
growing up around Butchery.
We are not a family business in 
that our family have had butcher 
shops through the generations. 
However my brothers and I have 
been in the meat and food industry 
our whole working carers, i have 

been selling meat for 15 years now. We are a family business 
in that all of my family are somewhat involved in the business, 
we have family members that are farmers that we are working 
with in rearing animals for the shop and family members for 
generations of cooks, excuse the pun!

When did you open The Village Butchers? 
We Opened late 2016 and have gradually expanded the service 
we try to provide, vaster range of products etc. We are just 
about to open a hot meats counter with take away options 
like pastries and pies, cooked chickens and things like ribs and 
wings for people to have as dinners to save time. We have also 
recently trialled a coffee machine and are considering having 
that in store and doing hot and cold sandwiches and baguettes 
with meal deal money saving options throughout the day.

How has the market changed over the years? 
Many things have changed in the industry in recent years and 
obviously the supermarkets have played a major roll in making 
the life of the butcher a lot harder, however we believe people 
are beginning to see the major short falls in quality provided by 
the supermarkets and going back to the old days. 

What are some frequent suggestions you give? 
We try to provide our customer with as much good advice on 
cooking as we can, some people know exactly what they want 
to do and how they want to do it and others have very little 
idea on how to cook at all! I think this is a problem in a sense 
that people restrict themselves to cooking the thing they know 
how to cook but really most things are not that difficult, when 
you know how.  

We are currently working with a cordon bleu chef, developing 
videos for our customers and potential customers, with this we 
will be developing recipes cards and tips from the chef etc to 
help guide people and provide meal ideas.  Also our Chef, who 
everyone will be able to meet soon in the shop, will be doing a 

ready to cook range so all the prep work is done, using all of our 
top quality products, ready to go into the oven, again to aim to 
save people time and not to miss out on good food.

I frequently find myself trying to convince people to cook 
what I like best and cooking techniques I favour, I lean towards 
higher fat content cuts and cook on a low and slow method, 
however i only real do the cooking at the weekend and consider 
myself quite the barbeque chef!!

What cuts are the least popular?
Some cuts are obviously Seasonal, therefore, come and go in 
and out of peoples mind weather depending and rightly so, 
although I could have a roast EVERY Sunday! These days people 
lean away from cheaper cuts and offal, however they can be 
used to make great dishes including one of my favourites lamb 
stew, using the lamb scrag/neck and lambs kidney. 

What is your favourite meat dish?
Steak wise I am a Rib eye type of guy but really I just love food 
and have very little I could say I wouldn’t eat apart from nuts as 
I am allergic! I like to cook slow and low for pulled meat dishes 
so I would go for a lamb shoulder over a leg of lamb or a neck 
end of pork over the loin for example, but please believe me I 
don’t turn anything down!

How would you explain how to prepare it to a customer who 
had never done so?
Some good general advice with cooking meat would be to let 
your meat, whatever it may be, to get to room temperature - it 
allows for more consistent cooking. Always season well and 
always, always rest before cutting the finished product.

Another one that a lot of people seem to be unaware of is 
when cooking steaks, to heat the pan to the hottest temp you 
can before starting to cook the steaks and use a little butter 
in the pan and spoon over as your cooking, this works best for 
cooking to medium or less, if you like well done steaks this is 
less important. 

What are your favourite products you sell other than  
fresh meat? 
We only sell things that we have tried and like ourselves and I 
love our Mrs. Darlington’s range and the Stokes sauces we sell 
are just the best, all of the Stokes are fantastic. 

Tell us something about yourself, or your business, that would 
surprise people.
Something that would surprise people would be that I’m a 
vegetarian!! But that would also be a lie!!

SPOTLIGHT ON 
LOCAL BUSINESS: THE VILLAGE BUTCHERS
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CHANGES AT THE PRACTICE:
We would like to welcome our new partner Dr Suren 
Sivakumar. He joined the practice in March 2017 and 
officially became a partner in July 2017.
The practice has invested a lot of money to improve the 
appearance of the Surgeries.  We also have new staff 
members in reception and dispensing.  Please see the 
practice website for more information: 
www.peartreesurgery.co.uk

APPOINTMENT SYSTEM 
We have a new appointment system, a mixture of Online 
appointments, Pre-bookable (including late appointments) 
and Emergency appointments.

For Online Appointments: Please speak to reception 
to obtain a username and password. You need to bring 
identification with you for reception to supply you this 
information.

Pre-bookable appointments: You can pre-book 
appointments up to 2 weeks in advance.  If you feel that 
you need to see a doctor sooner, you now have the option 
to pre-book up to 2 days in advance. For example, you 
can pre-book an appointment the next day or 2 days later 
(depending on when an appointment is available), if for 
example, you need a medication review, we have a limited 
number of spaces with these appointments. 

On the day appointments: These are generally available on 
the day, and again we have a limited number. 

Emergency appointments: If you are unable to obtain an 
appointment on the day, and can’t wait to be reviewed at a 
later date. Please speak to reception. They will speak to the 
doctor, and the doctor will decide if they will review you on 
the day or speak to you to give you further advice.

Telephone Appointments: Please speak to reception to 
book in a telephone appointment. These can be used for 
medication reviews or speaking to the doctor if you are 
unable to make it to the surgery. Unfortunately, we are 
unable to give you a specific time to call you. If a phone 
call is missed, you may have to reschedule your telephone 
appointment.

DISPENSING
West Horndon is a dispensing practice.  Please allow 72 
hours for your medication to be processed. 

Patients are now able to collect their medication (when it 
is ready) after 9am. All acute prescriptions are processed 
immediately when seeing a doctor or nurse.

If you have a prescription query, you can either speak to the 
dispensers or write it down and post it in the prescription box.

It is practice policy for patients or their carers/family 
members to submit their prescription request.  This 
can also be done online. Unfortunately, we will not be 
processing prescription requests from pharmacies.

OPENING TIMES
Monday             9am - 6.30pm
Tuesday            9am - 6.30pm
Wednesday      9am - 6.30pm
Thursday         9am - 1pm
Friday               9am - 6.30pm
Weekends      CLOSED

If you require more information, please do not hesitate to 
look at the practice website:
www.peartreesurgery.co.uk

Dr Amanda M. Davies
Dr C. S. Jayakumar
Dr George. M. Varghese
Dr Suren Sivakumar

Nurses:
Claire Webber- Nurse Prescriber
HCA Sharon Hiley

Practice Manager:
Dawn Mainhood
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Railway Station House | Station Road | West Horndon | Essex | CM13 3TJ

Telephone: 01277 812478
www.wetanddrycleaners.co.uk

100% Eco Friendly Wet Cleaning
10% Discount for OAP’s

10% Discount for Customers 
who bring this newsletter?WoolMark 

Approved

ADVERTISING IN THE PARISH 
NEWSLETTER
As readers of this newsletter will have noticed, a  
decision has been taken by the Parish Councillors 
to allow advertising by local businesses. This is the 
first time since the newsletter was re-designed in 
its present format that this has occurred. 
 
Details of advertising charges can be obtained from 
the Clerk at whpc.parishclerk@gmail.com: upon  
request.  It should be noted that the Parish  
Council reserves the right to choose those  
companies/services that it will allow to advertise 
within the newsletter and to change as appropriate 
any artwork submitted for publication.  

NEED HELP LOSING WEIGHT!
Why not get started today!

Appointments can be in the comfort 
of your own home or come along to my 
consultation practice in West Horndon

Contact:  June Harding
Tel: 07941 628697/01277 811858

Email: june.hardingcwp@gmail.com

Real people, real support, real results

CAMBRIDGE
WEIGHT PLANTM

I N D E P E N D E N T  C O N S U LTA N T
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    Bright Sparks Pre-School
West Horndon Village Hall

Providing high quality full and sessional 
childcare for children aged from 2-5

PRIVATE AND FUNDED PLACES NOW AVAILABLE

Email for enquiries:
brightsparksbrentwood@hotmail.co.uk
Call us: 07483 843 248
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RAILWAY HOTEL 
W E S T  H O R N D O N

Pop in for 
a drink
The Railway Hotel | Station Road | West Horndon | Essex CM13 3TL | T: 01277 811340

L L

Affordable Printing Co is a family run business that 
specialises in Litho, Digital & Large Format Printing, 
and we do it in house at our production facility based 
in Essex. We are the sister company to RT Litho Ltd 
& have been operating for over 22 years, and with 
our family since 2006 when we took it over from it’s 
previous owner. 

We are happy to quote and work with clients to give 
them the best value for their budget and are as happy 

working with a business start up as we are to a large 
corporate company.

We are open Monday to Friday 07:30 – 17:30  
NO appointment is necessary.
You can order online 24/7 365 days a year.

E:  sales@affordableprinting.co.uk 
www.affordableprinting.co.uk




